The LHCb experiment, designed for b-physics, introduced SMOG (System for Monitoring the Overlap with Gas) in 2015 to improve the luminosity measurements studying the beam profile through the collisions of the LHC protons with gas atoms injected in the beam-pipe. Protongas collisions are used today to study production cross-sections in fixed-target mode, exploring a kinematic region otherwise unaccessible. In this contribution, I review the programme and present recent measurements on the production of heavy flavours in p−Ar collisions and production of antiprotons in p−He collisions. The latter will contribute to reduce the dominant contribution to the uncertainty on the theoretical predictions of the antiproton flux in primary cosmic rays, an excess of which would represent evidence for New Physics.
performance are obtained combining the response of two RICH detectors, a Calorimeter System 11 and five Muon stations separated by iron walls.
12
In 2014, in order to improve the measurement of the integrated luminosity, whose uncertainty 13 enters as dominant systematic in all the production measurements, a technique complementary to 14 the "Van Der Meer scan" was developed. The new method, named "beam-gas imaging", was based 15 on the study of the collisions of the beam protons with a noble gas injected in the beam-pipe through 16 a device named SMOG (System for Measuring the Overlap with Gas), achieving the world's best 17 measurement of the luminosity at a bunched collider with a total uncertainty of 1.16% [2] .
18
It became evident rather quickly that the opportunity of studying the physics of the proton-gas 19 collisions at the energies made available at the LHC is rather unique. In this write-up, I discuss 20 two physics cases for the proton-gas collisions: the study of cold nuclear matter effects through The study of Heavy Flavour production in heavy ion collisions is considered as one of the most 27 effective probes of collective behaviour while it should be affected by the hot and dense regime of
28
Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), through the phenomena known as cc suppression and recombination.
29
It is believed that QGP is not formed in proton-induced reactions of nuclear targets, studying 30 quarkonium production in proton-ion collisions is therefore a robust baseline which enables to 31 identify phenomena related to QGP in ion-ion collisions.
32
The LHCb Collaboration has recently reported the first analysis of heavy flavour production 
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59
The LHCb experiment, with the SMOG extension for fixed-target mode, is perfectly suited to 60 achieve the first measurement of the antiproton production cross-section in p−He collisions [4] .
61
The energy of the proton in the eighteen-hour run studied for the first analysis was 6.5 TeV, corre- Since the gas density is not known to a better accuracy than the 10% achieved for the un-71 certainty on the yields, a normalization channel is used to convert the yields into a cross-section.
72
The channel chosen as normalization is the elastic scattering of the beam protons on the atomic 
79
The results, shown in Figure 3 , are compared to the predictions of EPOS LHC [11] . The 80 momentum spectrum is well predicted, while the absolute production rate in data is larger by a 81 factor ∼ 1.5.
82
To study the contribution to the cross-section of events with multiple antiprotons, the total 83 inelastic cross-section was also measured and compared to EPOS predictions, 
